Tech // new products
AUDIENT ID4 USB INTERFACE
Versatile, Affordable, Portable
The Audient iD4 ($199) is packed with features, including a Class-A Audient Console Mic Preamplifier,
high-performance A/D converters, a JFET DI, dual headphone outputs, monitor control and Audient’s virtual scroll-wheel technology. The USB 2 ports provide audio and bus power to the all-aluminum enclosure. Also featured is Monitor Mix, allowing the user to monitor a blend of both iD4’s inputs and a DAW’s playback
with near-zero latency monitoring during recording.

ELYSIA KARACTER
COLORING BOX
Single-Rackspace Stereo Saturator
In addition to the complete feature set of the existing karacter
500 Series module, the karacter rack version ($1,679) offers CV
capability. External control voltages routed to the rack allow modulation or recall of its Drive and Mix parameter settings by analog synths, MIDI-to-CV interfaces
and many other sources that can be used to feed the karacter with oscillator rates, value sweeps, and setup changes. The karacter offers two individual channels that
can be used in dual mono, linked stereo and Mid/Side configuration.

ZAOR YESK WORKSTATION DESK
Elegantly Crafted Studio Furniture
The YESK wooden studio desk from ZAOR ($999) is positioned at a height of 37.4 inches (950 mm). The
top-level is nearly five feet wide and reserved for studio monitors and computer screens, while the deeper,
five-foot-wide workstation panel is positioned further forward at a height of 31.2 inches (793 mm) for positioning a variety of hardware devices. Other features include retractable keyboard trays and workstation
panels with a total of 8U rackspace (split into 2x 4U).

PRESONUS STUDIOLIVE
RML MIXERS UPDATED
Line-Level Inputs for Studio/Live Use
PreSonus has released two new StudioLive RML Series models that offer line-level inputs, in
addition to the XLR mic inputs found in the RM Series. Designed for live sound mixing and
studio recording, StudioLive RML16AI and RML32AI mixers provide 32 internal channels and
25 buses, a 52x34 FireWire 800 recording interface, AVB Ethernet networking, and Fat Channel signal processing on all input channels and all buses, including a 4-band parametric EQ, compressor, gate and limiter.
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